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INSTALLATIONSHOWCASE

A 
longstanding tradition in show business — at least harkening back to circus per-

formers in the 1800’s — is that “the show must go on.” Today, despite competition 

from multiplex cinema complexes, home theaters and every conceivable form of 

sporting events, there is still considerable interest in watching humans in live onstage per-

formance, whether in drama, musicals, concerts, dance, opera — the list is nearly endless. 

At the same time, while stadium shows are less common these days, venues in the 1,000 

to 4,000 capacity range seem to be doing well, especially as music artists once strictly rele-

gated to arenas are now turning to these smaller, more “intimate” venues.

While audience preferences for these “smaller” spaces is on the upswing, these same 

patrons expect — and demand — a first-class audio experience, where intelligibility and 

musicality are just as important as rock ‘n’ roll SPL’s. With that in mind, we present a look at 

some recent installation projects — both new construction and upgrades — that reflect 

the current state-of-the-art in theater and performing arts venues.

T
he new Smart Financial Centre at Sugar Land is big, bright and bold —everything 

you’d expect of a performing arts center in Texas. The $84 million venue in the Hous-

ton metro area officially opened in mid-January with a strong lineup of events in-

cluding performances by Jerry Seinfeld, Don Henley, Dave Matthews, Sting, Reba McEn-

tire and the touring production of Dirty Dancing. The 200,000 square foot facility can serve 

as a concert hall, civic center and theatrical center in a single shape-adjusting venue.

The in-house sound system is no less grand, with an L-Acoustics K2 line array system 

installed by LD Systems and designed by consultant Scott Bray of Wrightson, Johnson, 

Haddon & Williams (WJHW). “This is a premier performance venue for the entire region. 

They wanted the absolute best sound possible, and they got it,” says LD System’s Kevin 

Broussard.

The new venue’s sound system uses a theatrical LCR design. Thirteen K2 enclosures 

make up the left and right array hangs, with eight double-18 SB28 subs flown behind 

each of those arrays, while the center cluster is made up of 12 Kara enclosures. 

In addition, there are five delay arrays of six Kara enclosures each suspended over the 

balcony. A flexible Kara front fill system uses up to eight Kara enclosures along the stage 

lip for near-field coverage. All of these are powered by 22 L-Acoustics LA8 and four LA4X 

amplified controllers housed in LA-RAK racks.

Flanking masonry walls cradle a glazed facade designed to reveal the iconic bowl-

shaped arena within, but it can adapt to performance and audience requirements. The 

largest 6,400-seat configuration can be adjusted, using deployable walls alongside balco-

nies, which extend down to the orchestra floor, to 4,600 seats for smaller shows and civic 

events. At 2,900 seats, the hall presents an elegant theatrical experience for the patrons 

of Broadway shows and holiday spectacles.

The K2/Kara system was a good match for the facility’s variable seating design, notes 

WJHW design consultant Scott Bray. Using L-Acoustics’ Soundvision predictive 3D system 

design software and LA Network Manager, the WJHW team calibrated the system based 

on the position of the movable walls and curtains. Along with three primary room con-

figurations in all, venue staff can automatically move delay speakers in and out of the 

system on chain hoists, all at the push of a button.

Soundvision also provided a highly accurate model of what each configuration would 

need in terms of EQ and delays before the first speaker was put in place; the system was 

then fine-tuned on site. “We felt confident that what we saw in Soundvision is what we’d 

hear in the venue, and that’s exactly what happened,” says Bray. “We needed highly accu-

rate pattern control, to keep the sound on the seating no matter what the configuration 

was.”

Bray adds that the K2’s rider-friendliness had a huge impact on the decision. “Artists 

know the L-Acoustics K2,” he says. “You’d have a hard time finding an engineer who wasn’t 

familiar with the system.”

LD Systems’ Broussard points out that while the K2 is designed as a touring rig, it works 

exceptionally well as an installed sound system, one with the advantage of being able 

to be hoisted by a dedicated winch for maintenance. “The arrays can be flown and then 

lowered or raised as necessary,” he says. 

“That’s another level of flexibility for this 

system.”

But sound quality was the top prior-

ity. “It just sounds incredible,” Broussard 

says. “Very punchy but never losing artic-

ulation.” Bray agrees. “It’s fantastic — like 

listening to a really good stereo system.”

Smart Financial Centre, Sugar Land, TX

The main house system has a central L-Acoustics 

Kara array flanked by left-right K2/ SB28 hangs.

Smart Financial Centre

Capacity: 6,400 (max)

Key Components: L-Acoustics K2, Kara

System Designer: WJHW

Integrator: LD Systems

Inside Six Recent 

Theater/Performing 

Arts Center Projects
By Thomas S.Friedman

A 
200-seat, timber frame music hall, the 

Stone Mountain Arts Center is nestled in 

the scenic foothills of the White Moun-

tains. A labor of love and dream fulfilled for 

owner/musician Carol Noonan, the Center pro-

vides a unique venue for national artists who 

love the idea of connecting with small audienc-

es again. A diverse array of artists — ranging 

from Lyle Lovett, Robert Cray and Marty Stuart 

to Ani DeFranco, Taj Mahal and Mary Chapin 

Carpenter —  have graced its stage to provide 

unforgettable performances that have helped 

make it a popular destination for musicians and 

audiences alike.

The Center selected Jason Raboin of Klon-

dike Sound (Greenfield, MA) to design a new 

sound system to support the eclectic roster of 

artists they showcase. The project presented a 

number of interesting acoustical and aesthetic challenges, including managing the 

Center’s highly reflective wooden surfaces and designing a visually unobtrusive sound 

system to blend with its rustic timber frame architecture.

Raboin selected Fulcrum Acoustic speakers for their clarity, precise directional con-

trol — and minimal visual impact. The simple, yet powerful system consists of two 

Fulcrum DX1277 dual 12-inch coaxial loudspeakers whose tailored 75-by-75-degree 

dispersion keeps sound off the physical structure. Two Sub118 18-inch direct-radiating 

subwoofers extend LF support, and eight compact FX1295 12-inch coaxial vocal moni-

tors are used on the Center’s stage.

“With their tailored coverage pattern and musical quality, Fulcrum’s speakers pro-

vide the fidelity and punch we need,” said Patrick O’Donnell, the Center’s production 

manager. “Whether it’s a loud rock show or a nuanced acoustic performance, the sys-

tem is really transparent.” Carol Noonan adds, “As our arts center is all about people and 

connections, we needed a sound system that wouldn’t detract from its warm, welcom-

ing and intimate feel. Fulcrum speakers were a perfect fit.

“We recently had Robert Cray, who has played here many times,” Noonan continues. 

“His band brought a lot of their own gear 

but, as usual, used our house speakers 

and subwoofers. It was definitely the best 

sounding show we’ve ever had with him. 

Nothing was different than before — the 

same crew and players as always — so it’s 

gotta be the speakers.”

Stone Mountain Arts Center, 

Brownfield, ME

The Stone Mountain Arts Center

Stone Mountain Arts Center

Capacity: 200

Key Components: Fulcrum Acoustic 

DX1277’s, Sub118’s, FX1295’s

System Designer: Jason Raboin

Integrator: Klondike Sound

Coaxial Fulcrum Acoustic DX1277 speakers pro-

vide the main P.A.


